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PREFACE

Learning systems or robots that interact with their environment by perceiv-
ing, acting or communicating often face a challenge in how to bring these dif-
ferent concepts together. This challenge arises because core concepts are typi-
cally studied within their respective communities, such as the computer vision,
robotics and natural language processing communities, among others. A com-
monality across communities is the use of machine learning techniques and al-
gorithms. In this way, machine learning is crucial in the development of truly
intelligent systems, not just by providing techniques and algorithms, but also by
acting as a unifying factor across communities, encouraging communication,
discussion and exchange of ideas.

While intelligent interactive applications draw on machine learning, it is
often the case that perception, action and communication activities are not in-
tegrated in a systematic and unified way. This represents an unsolved problem
that demands to be addressed in a focused manner and from a multidisciplinary
perspective. On the other hand, while the machine learning field provides a rich
set of computational methods to improve the individual performance of percep-
tion, action and communication components in interactive systems and robots,
interactive systems provide a rich set of scenarios to challenge machine learning
techniques in their application to real-world problems. However, learning sys-
tems that encompass multiple of these concepts in a unified and principled way
are still rare which is why machine learning is needed to act as a unifying factor.
Building a bridge across communities is highly important for practical appli-
cations in robotics, human-robot interaction and intelligent interfaces. Equally
important, it encourages basic and applied advances in research on adaptive
sensorimotor, perception-action and perception-communication loops in gen-
eral cognition, and also encourages research on novel ways for training systems
from interaction with people in their physical environments to form generally
intelligent systems.

The goal of this workshop is to bring researchers from multiple disciplines
together who are in one way or another affected by the gap between percep-
tion, action and communication that typically exists for data-driven interactive
systems or robots. We expect to provide a forum for interdisciplinary discus-
sion that allows researchers to look at their work from new perspectives that go
beyond their core community and potentially develop new interdisciplinary col-
laborations driven by machine learning. A multidisciplinary viewpoint is impor-
tant to develop agents with a holistic perspective of the world. This is also vital
for the design of agents that solve large-scale and complex real-world problems
in a principled way. Machine learning will stand at the core of the workshop and
discussions as a common interest across researchers. The workshop will forge
new research directions and collaborations, including paper presentations, joint
discussions, and a social event.
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This workshop contains papers with a strong relationship to interactive sys-
tems and robots in the following topics (in no particular order):

– Reinforcement learning for intelligent interactive machines
– Deep neural architectures for multimodal understanding and generation
– Active and semi-supervised learning for interactive (emotional) systems
– Learning multimodal knowledge bases for interactive machines
– Learning from demonstrations for embodied interactive machines
– Supervised learning for object recognition in interactive machines
– Multi-agent learning for multimodal interactive machines
– Unsupervised learning for interactive systems

The structure of the MLIS’15 workshop will consist of individual oral pre-
sentations by authors followed by joint question and discussion sessions con-
cerning their work. In addition, the workshop features four distinguished in-
vited speakers who will present their perspectives on modern architectures and
frameworks for interactive robots and other interactive systems. The workshop
will close with a general discussion section that aims to summarise ideas raised
during the day and come to a common conclusion. We are looking forward to
an exciting day of interesting and fruitful discussion.

H. Cuayáhuitl, N. Dethlefs, L. Frommberger, M. van Otterlo, O. Pietquin
(MLIS-2015 organizers)
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